PK3-4th Grade Uniform Dress Code Policy
-Reasons for Dress Code:
1. Uniform dress limits subjection to peer pressure in regard to expensive designer clothing or fashions.
2. Uniform dress contributes to a disciplined environment. Just as students would dress one way for playing at home
and another for church, there is an appropriate way to dress for school. A well-groomed, attractive student should
come to school with an attitude that prepares him/her for neat work. His/her attire should give him/her respect
for him/herself, fellow students, and teachers.
3. The appearance of our students communicates many things about our school to the community and demonstrates
an outstanding school with superior students.
Adherence to the dress code is the first and most tangible rule of the school to which an entering student must respond.
Consistent and blatant non-compliance reveals an attitude of rebellion and disrespect for authority. The distraction caused
by non-compliance affects teachers, students, and administrators. Please make a concerted effort to understand the
following guidelines and ensure your child’s compliance.

GIRLS
Pants/ Shorts/Skorts/Skirts/Dresses
Khaki, Navy, or Green Plaid (French Toast brand) – Uniform style pants, shorts, skorts, dresses and skirts only. Plaid skirt
and Uniform dresses must be purchased from the Frenchtoast.com website. Make sure you choose the “shop by school”
option.
There are 2 different styles of the plaid skirt. Either style is acceptable.
Shorts, skorts, dresses, and skirts can be no more than 2 inches above the knee.
No sweat pant, corduroy, denim, or wind pant material
No tight fitting or low ride styles, no cargo or flap pockets
No emblems, logos, or decorations

Uniform Shirts
These can be ordered at https://www.frenchtoast.com/schoolbox/schools/little-cypress-christian-academy-QS5KGBL.

Shoes
Non-skid shoes ONLY
No wheels or lights
No character shoes
No open-toe or open-back shoes

Socks (optional)
Solid colors only

Tights & Leggings
Solid Navy , White, Hunter Green

Undershirts (Short or Long Sleeve)
White only
No writing or pictures

Belt (optional)
No large buckles or braided belts

Make-up
Must be in good taste and not excessive

Tattoos
Not allowed (permanent or temporary)

Hair
Clean, neatly shaped, dry and combed, out of face
No unnatural coloring
Hair fashions that are extreme or distracting are not allowed.

Monday- Tuesday Dress
Uniform polo with khaki, navy, or plaid uniform bottom.
All shorts and skirts must meet finger-tip with ease.

Wednesday Dress (Chapel Day)
Uniform polo & uniform plaid skirt
Skirts must meet finger-tip with ease

Thursday Dress
Approved Thursday T-shirt – Purchased from LCCA.
Denim, navy, or khaki bottom (no holes, tears, or decoration)

Outerwear (allowed inside)
Solid navy, white, khaki, hunter green, or LCCA sweatshirt or jacket

Back Packs
No distasteful logos or imprints

*All dress, hair, jewelry and make-up are subject to administrative approval

BOYS
Pants/Shorts
Khaki or Navy– Uniform pants and shorts only
Shorts must be knee length
No sweat pant, corduroy, denim, or wind pant material
No tight fitting or low ride styles, no cargo or flap pockets
No emblems, logos, or decorations

Uniform Shirts
These can be ordered at https://www.frenchtoast.com/schoolbox/schools/little-cypress-christian-academy-QS5KGBL.

Shoes
Non-skid shoes ONLY
No wheels or lights
No character shoes
No open-toe or open-back shoes

Belt (optional)
No large buckles or braided belts

Socks (optional)
Solid colors only
Undershirts (Short or Long Sleeve)
White Only
No writing or pictures

Tattoos
Not allowed (permanent or temporary)

Hair
Clean, neatly shaped, dry and combed, ABOVE collar hair length
No “fad” haircuts or unnatural coloring

(including mohawks)

No facial hair

Monday-Wednesday Dress
Uniform polo shirt with Khaki or Navy bottoms

Thursday Dress
Approved Thursday T-shirt- purchased from LCCA
Denim, navy, or khaki bottom (no holes, tears, or decoration)

Outerwear (allowed inside)
Solid navy, white, khaki, hunter green, LCCA sweatshirt, or jacket

Back Packs
No distasteful logos or imprints
*All dress, hair, and jewelry issues are subject to administrative approval

